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In the court of Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate ,( Mufassil)  

Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur. 

 

Gr Case No. 592/2010 

u/s 341/323/34  IPC 

 

State  

Vs 

Shri Dipak Baruah 

Shri  Dilip Baruah…………………………………Accused 

 

Present:- Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya.  

SDJM(M).-Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur. 

 

Appearances:- 

For the prosecution:  Shri B.C. Sarma, Addl. P.P. 

For the accused:          Shri Dilip Kumar Bora.( Advocate)  

 

Date of recording evidence:   29-07-2013, 03-09-2013. 

Date of hearing argument :    24-03-2-14. 

Date of Judgment              :    24-03-2-14. 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

Prosecution case in brief is that  Ejahar  was filed by the informant 

Smti Kamala Biswakarma    on 01-11-2010 alleging inter alia that  her 

husband was the driver of the bus bearing No. 5697 running under ASTC  

As her husband woke up late on that day , he reached the bus stand at 

about 5.10 p.m. The accused persons thereafter assaulted her husband and 

caused serious injury .  
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 On receipt of the ejahar  O.C. Biswanat Police Station    registered 

a case being BNC P.S. case  No.  187/2010 u/s 341/325/34 I.P.C.  and 

assigned A.S.I. Shri B. Choudhury to investigate into the matter. 

Accordingly the I.O. taking up the duty of investigation  visited the place 

of occurance , drew sketch map and examined the witnesses , and on 

conclusion of the investigation submitted chargesheet u/s 341//323/34  

I.P.C.  against the accused persons namely Shri Dilip Baruah and Shri 

Dipak Baruah. 

The chargesheet on being placed before Learned SDJM ( M) was 

accepted and kept in the file of Learned SDJM (M) for disposal.  

 

On taking cognigance, summons were issued to the accused  

persons and on receipt of summons the accused person appeared before 

the Court   and were furnished with copies of relevant documents. 

Particulars of offence u/s/ 341/323/34 I.P.C. was read over and explained 

to the accused persons to the accused persons to which they pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried.  

Prosecution had examined 5 witnesses including the  informant and 

the injured .  On closure of prosecution witness the statement of the 

accused persons u/s 313 Cr.P.C. was recorded.  From the cross 

examination of the prosecution witness and the examination of the 

accused it appears that the accused person’s plea is of total denial. The 

accused person did not adduce any evidence.  

I have heard the argument advanced by Learned Counsel for both 

the sides.  

 

Points for determination 

(i) Whether the accused persons  with common intention on 01-11-2010 

at about 05.10 a.m., wrongfully confined  Shri  Dehiram 

Biswakarmaand  and  voluntarily caused hurt to him? 
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DECISION, DISCUSSION AND REASONS THEREOF 

The materials available on record are gone through to arrive at a 

decision on the issues framed.  

  

 Point No. 1 :- 

              Out of the five prosecution witnesses,   PW3 Shri Dehiran Das 

deposed in his chief that on the day of occurance he had his bus duty 

from 5.00 a.m. but he reached the bus stand at 5.10 a.m. The accused 

persons assaulted him . He somehow informed his wife and she came up 

in a rickshaw. He has to stay at Biswanath Chariali hospital for about 3 to 

7 days.  

              During his cross examination he deposed that ShriLakhi Das and 

Shri Bipul Sarkar was the conductor and handyman of the bus driven by 

him and they saw the occurance along with some other people.  He was 

hospitalized for about one week nad he was given discharge slip at the 

time of release from hospital.  

 

 

            Pw2  Smti Kamala Biswakarma is the informant of the case  and 

she deposed in her chief that on the day of occurance her husband 

reached the bus stand a bit late and the accused persons voluntarily 

caused hurt to him. The bus owner telephoned her and  told her that her 

husband was not well. When she reached the bus stand she saw that her 

husband was lying down after being assaulted . During her cross 

examination she deposed that she did not see the occurance  herself. 

 

      So form the evidence of the two vital prosecution witness it is seen 

that the conductor of the bus and the handyman of the bus namely  

ShriLakhi Das and Shri Bipul Sarkar were present when the occurance 
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took place and they are the eye witness .  They are examined as PW1 and 

PW4 in the case.  

          PW1 Shri Lakhi Das , who was the conductor of the Bus bearing 

registration No. AS01-AC-5697  was examined and he deposed that on 

the date of occurance , the said bus was scheduled to leave at 5.00 a.m. 

for Guwahati. But the driver did not arrive till 5.15 A.M. At about 5.20 

A.M. the driver took his seat in the bus but the passengers already present  

in the bus shouted that they would not travel by the said bus being driven 

by the said driver. The owner of the bus brought the driver down from the 

driver’s seat and send him away terminating from service.                

During cross examination he deposed that  the name of the driver was 

Dehiram Biswakarma and he was under influence of liquor and was 

behaving abnormally on the day of occurance. There were about 30 to 40 

people on the day of occurance and they witnessed the occurance.        

 

 The handyman of the bus , Shri Bipul Sarkar was examined as PW4  and 

he deposed in his evidence that  Biswakarma was driver of the bearing 

No. 5697 and as he did not arrive in time , the bus could not leave for 

Guwahati. The driver arrived in a drunken state and was unable to stand 

properly.   

        

          Going through the evidence of the PW1 and PW4 it is seen that 

these two witnesses did not deposed anything with regard  to causing  

voluntarily hurt  to PW3 by the accused persons. Rather they deposed that 

the driver/ victim was in a drunken state . These two witnesses are eye 

witnesses as PW3 deposed in his evidence that they were present at the 

time of occurance . But they did not support the story of the prosecution.  
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The Medical and Health officer Dr. Dulal Ch Sharma  was examined as 

PW5      and the medical examination report was exhibited as Exhibit 2 . 

He exhibited his signature as Exhibit 2(1).  

           As per the medical report there is nothing to show that the said 

patient was admitted in the hospital for treatment and  he had to remain in 

the hospital for seven days.       Thus the version of PW3 that he was 

admitted in hospital for 7 days and was released with discharge slip is not 

supported by the evidence of the medical officer. Moreover there is no 

evidence to show that there is prior meeting of mind in between the 

accused persons to commit any offence. 

 

Hence it is held that prosecution failed to prove offences u/s/ 341/ 323/34 

I.P.C. against the accused person beyond all reasonable doubt.  

 

                  In result, the accused persons are found to be not guilty and 

are acquitted and set at liberty forthwith. The bailbond for accused stands 

discharged after the expiry period of appeal .  

 

             Judgment is pronounced in open Court and is given under my 

hand and seal on this the 24
th

 day of March, 2014.  

 

 

 

Mrs Audri Bhattacharyya.  

SDJM(M). 

-Biswanath Chariali, Sonitpur. 

 

 

 

 


